
Minutes of Burst Group telecon, 6 Jan 2003, 1100 to 1230 EST
drafted by Peter Saulson

Attending: Soma, Isabel, David, Igor, Ed, Sergey, Ken, Rauha, Alan, John, Peter

Announcements:

1. The TAMA-LIGO collaboration was launched at GWDAW, with the signing of the
MOU and a first organizational meeting of the joint TAMA/LIGO team. The LIGO
members are Albert Lazzarini,  Erik Katsavounidis, Patrick Brady, Sam Finn, and Peter
Saulson. Initial discussions are still laying out the scope of the collaborative work, but
bursts are sure to be emphasized.

2. A face-to-face meeting will be held jointly with the Burst and Inspiral Groups, with its
agenda focused on vetoes: what did we learn from S1, what should we do better for S2, to
what extent can/should the strategies of the Burst and Inspiral Groups be the same or
similar? The meeting will start on Mon 27 Jan 2003, at LLO, just following E9. It will
continue through Tues 28 Jan. (Perhaps continuing on the morning of Wednesday 29 Jan
as well?)

3. At the APS April meeting, there will be a talk from each of the four Upper Limit
Groups at a Focus Session on Gravitational-Wave Phenomenology, chaired by Sam Finn.
Volunteers were sought for the role of speaker for the Burst Group talk. The abstract
deadline is 10 Jan. Per LIGO presentation policy, the role of speaker is chosen by the
LSC, and is intended to rotate among many individuals. So others will speak at upcoming
meetings, say the Amaldi meeting, GWDAW 2003, etc.

S1 analysis:

GEO: Soma reported that GEO has generated a partial list of S1 vetoed events from their
LAL Excess Power code, and also a partial list from their non-LAL version of
TFCLUSTERS. These are available, and links to them can be found in the GEO Lab
Book, pages 136-8. Generation of events stopped due to a computer crash, but analysis
has been restarted. The list is expected to be completed in a few days; a pointer will be
sent around when it is done.

Externally-triggered search: Rauha reported that a rough draft of a report on S1 analysis
is circulating among the Externally-triggered Search Group (himself, Szabi, Soma,
Soumya, and Ray Frey.) They expect to have it ready to share with the larger Burst
Group soon. Szabi asked that we set aside substantial time at the 20 Jan Burst Group
telecon to discuss this work. The written report would be circulated before 20 Jan, so that
we can have a focused discussion.

LIGO untriggered search: Alan reported that calibration for the final run of signal
injections is waiting on two developments.



a) Time-dependent calibrations have now been generated for all 3 ifos. But they
have not yet been blessed by the Calibration team. Also, they are in different
formats at Hanford vs. Livingston. David points out that the Calibration team
is hard at work resolving the remaining issues.

b) The natural way to use time-dependent calibration for the Burst search would
be to have new functionality in DataCond to make use of the cal files. (This is
different from the strategy used by the Inspiral Group, who make use of the
information in their LAL code, but there are good reasons for the DataCond
choice. Furthermore, it would be a major chore to recode Burst DSOs for this
purpose.) Fortunately, Philip Charlton has said it is a top priority of his to add
this functionality to DataCond, and hopefully it can be done soon.

Drafting “short paper” on S1: We need to write a version of our S1 report that is suitable
for sending to a journal. LSF and PRS will pull together a committee to start the writing.
Alan volunteers.

E9 plans, S2 goals:

   Alan will coordinate real-time running of Burst DSOs during E9. He will probably use
the system he brought up for S1, since that has more functionality than Duncan Brown’s
system. He will send around a pointer to a place where people can inspect the results
presented during S1, and ask for suggestions for improvements. SLOPE, TFCLUSTERS,
and POWER will be run on all ifos, and WAVEBURST will be run at LHO on a trial
basis. (Sergey described the testing program that will start next week. He will also
coordinate with Alan on planning for simulations.)

   Ed Daw is thinking about several modifications to SLOPE. There is an outstanding
question regarding a bug fix made by Igor before S1. Ed also intends to add functionality
of determining a duration for each event. In response to a question, Ed also said he was
considering changing the threshold from an absolute setting to an adaptive system.

   David began a discussion of S2 goals with the following suggestions: Ensure we have a
plan to do proper and sufficient calibrations, and also well-planned signal injections, and
also to be sure that data quality was sufficient when these were done. Several people
stressed the issue of knowing how to characterize data quality in real time, not just after
the fact. This includes knowing whether the AS_Q data is glitchy or clean, as well as the
stationarity of the noise spectrum. It would also be extremely valuable to be able to do
full veto efficacy studies in near real time, so that problems could be diagnosed and not
just vetoed later.

   Things to help achieve this goal: In addition to John’s DataQual monitor, ensure that
Ed’s time-resolved histograms are generated in real time, and are visible in the Control
Room (on the DMT machine there.) Also, ensure that SciMons/Operators look at them,
and that the Burst Group gives them guidance in what is acceptable vs. unacceptable. We
also need to give clear guidance on what degree of noise-spectrum variation can be



tolerated. (This depends on whether SLOPE is successfully modified to adaptive mode,
but in any case we need to give SciMons/Operators clear guidance.) Tools used by
Laura/Stefan and also by Peter Shawhan for study of veto efficacy should be looked at, to
see what can be automated or otherwise practically implemented by SciMons.


